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Students involved in brawl with armed locals
by Julie Blair
campus editor
A group of Hope College students mid Holland residents armed
with guns collided in a brawl leading to seven arrests and several injuries on the front lawn of an offcampus fraternity house located on
13lh Street Saturday night shortly
after midnight.
According to those in attendance,
the ordeal began when a party-goer
traveling from the direction of the
13th Street residence back towards
campus stopped at another gathering along the way. While at the
second party, sparks flew between
him and another party-goer, a local
resident.
A n g e r e d , the local resident
walked down the street in the direction from which his adversary had
come. Seeing a group seated around
a bonfire at the 13th Street residence, he approached them asking
them who had "given him s h - " and
who had called him "weak."

Eyewitnesses said though he continued to provoke those on the lawn,
the seated group responded by telling him to "bother someone else."
Still asking for a response, the local
resident walked to the door of the
house. A resident came out the door
and told the trespasser to leave. A
fist fight ensued.
Suddenly, an estimated 30 people
came out from across the street to
join the trespasser. "Somehow we
started going at it," one resident
who wished to remain anonymous
said. "Next thing I hear is 'Guys get
your guns.' I hear all these slurs like
'Cap them.' This loses my interest
in the fight and I'm backing off.
Next thing you know I'm on the
ground and the guy was still wrestling me and trying to get punches
in...the next thing you know I'm
getting kicked by at least 10 guys...I
looked up and I specifically saw one
gun pointed right at my face..."
Upon seeing the guns on the premises, the residents stopped struggling and the majority of the intrud-

ing group stepped back and into the came were cited with misdemeannight.
ors and could be pressed by judges
"There were a lot of people mill- to pay a S100 fine or serve 90 days
ing around when I arrived," said in jail.
Sgt. Paul Michmerhuizen, Holland
But for the residents of the atP.D., who arrived first on the scene, tacked house, no penalty paid by
"There were hot spots here and there land owners can ease their trepidathat we broke up."
lion.
Though eyewitThough the initial
nesses reported guns
i n c i d e n t is o v e r ,
7 looked up and
on the scene, by the
many living at the
I...
saiv
one
time the police arresidence still fear
gun pointed
rived those who were
the repercussions of
armed had fled the
Saturday night's upright at my
premises. A baseball
heaval. Some say
face,"
bat h o w e v e r , was
they have already
—Anonymous
confiscated from the
heard rumblings on
inside of a car.
the streets that they
"It went down so
are now a h o u s e
fast," Michmerhuizen said. "It was "marked" by their attackers and taronly a matter of minutes."
geted for a drive-by gang shooting
T h o u g h the H o l l a n d P.D. in the near future.
searched the house from which the
"There is no doubt in my mind
intruders came and patted down that there were gang members
party-goers for weapons, no incrimi- present," said Sgt. Bob DeVries,
nating evidence was found. The Holland P.D., though he added that
owners of the house holding the not all the intruders were suspected
gathering from which the intruders gang members.

In a conference between the residents and Dean of Students Richard
Frost, Frost offered to find a safer
cottage for the students to move
into, but the students feel being transplanted only defers the problem of
gang violence in surrounding the
Hope Campus.
"We don't need a cottage," one
resident said. "We need a safe place
to live. When someone tells you
you have a mark on your house and
you're checking every car that goes
by to see if it has it's lights on or
off...com'on, that's just stupid."
At this lime, no new arrests have
been made by the Holland P.D., nor
have any weapons been found. Investigation continues.
"This incident serves as a clear
reminder that there are some people
who threaten our safety and security," Dean Frost wrote in a memo,
mailed to all Hope students Tuesday
morning. "Each of us needs to realize that we cannot assume everyone
interacts with concern or care."

Replacement Congress reps, selected Fantasia moves to Holland
by Julie Blair
campus editor
Student Congress voted in four
new representatives Thursday to
replace seats left open by representatives leaving campus for the semester.
Insteadof extending another vote
to the student body. Congress' policy
is to employ the student bringing in
the second highest number of votes
during the fall election. In elections
uncontested. Congress advertised
around campus for students interested. The Cabinet then interviewed
those qualified for the position and
made a recommendation to the full
Congress.
Julie Parker ('96), a resident of
the Alpha Gamma Phi Cottage, will
finish the semester for Amy Giles

('94) as representative for cottages.
She is assigned to the missions, library and financial aid committee
and will work on the campus-community relations task group. Parker
also acts as liason between the
Milesstone and Congress.
Nick V a n d e r B o u g h ( ' 9 7 ) a
Kollen Hall resident, will work as a
representative for resident life, the
intramural program, and a member
of the ad-hoc committee on restructuring the curriculum. He will also
act as liason for InterVarsity.
Because elections for Oggel,
Parkview and Columbia apartments
and an off-campus positions were
uncontested, the Cabinet recommended to Congress that Melissa
Neckers ('95) a former Congress
member, and Jason Ruckert ('95) be
appointed. Congress backed the

Cabinet and voted both Ruckert and
Neckers into office.
Ruckert will take over for Dirk
Joldersma ('94) to represent Oggel,
Parkview and Columbia apartments.
He will work on the Campus Beautification ad-hoc committee, with
the Academic Affairs Board and
International Education committee
and as liason to the Hispanic Student Organization.
Neckers, replacing RickGebhard
('94), will represent the off-campus
delegation and work on the Curriculum Committee, the Health Clinic
task group and as liason to Amnesty
International.
Both Parker and VanderBough
attended the opening session of
Congress of the new year Thursday.
Ruckert and Neckers will attend the
next meeting, Jan. 27.

by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor
Due to an oversight by the staff
of the Amway Grand Hotel and
some crafty replanning on the part
of the Social Activities Commitee,
this year's Winter Fantasia looks
as if it is going to be the best one
yet.
This year's event will be held
Friday Feb. 18 in the Caribbean
Ballroom at the Holland Holiday
Inn. The decision to change locations was made in August after
SAC called to confirm the reservation only to find out that they had
been shafted.
In years past SAC has been able
to make a reservation for Fantasia
an entire year in advance because,
in addition to reserving the dance
facility, they were also reserving a

block of rooms. The blocking of
rooms moved S A C s reservation
up the importance ladder to what
the Amway calls a "conference"
reservation. Their reservation status carried over into last year' s Fantasia plans and they were able to
maintain their "most favored reservation" status so to speak.
However, the last time that SAC
reserved a block of rooms, two
years ago, they advertised these
rooms as a plug for more students
to attend the event. Hope administration found the connotations involved with advertising hotel rooms
as another reason for students to
attend a dance inappropriate and
misleading. As a result, SAC was
only able to reserve the dance facility by itself this year, thus bumping

See F A N T A S I A page 8

New group focuses
on peer education
by Amy Vivio
staff reporter
A new multicultural issues group.
Peer Multicultural Educators (PME),
will hold an explanatory session on
Monday, January 31 at 9 p.m. in
Van Zoeren room 151.
Sophia W i l l i a m s ( ' 9 7 ) and
Yolanda Vega, the Director of
Multicultural Life, hope to have at
least 20 students attend, and welcome all who are interested.
Williams, who participated in a
similar group during high school,
said she hopes PME will be effective in making its members more
culturally aware about themselves
and others. "I hope we can then
begin to educate the Hope community, and someday reach beyond the
campus," she says.
The group will focus on issues
surrounding racism, gender issues,
homophobia, and other subjects, and
on increasing communication skills
concerning these sometimes delicate topics.

See PEER page 8
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News of I m ekest

Feler Bose
Gun control: an unconstitutional non—solution
2nd Amendment: "A well-regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a
free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.
James Madison once wrote,
"The advantage that the Americans have over every other nation
is that they are armed/' The recent
passage of the Brady Bill, which
requires a waiting period of five
days to buy a handgun, not only
violates the second amendment,
but also does very little to stem
crime.
According to gun control
advocates, the Bill is just the
beginning of more stringent laws.
Sarah Brady, chair of Handgun
Control, Inc., confessed to the
New York Times that the Brady
Bill is "the cornerstone of a
serious gun-control policy in
America." This is a clear infringement of the 2nd Amendment.
On the other hand, Theodore
Haas, a Jewish survivor of Dachau
and a member of Jews for the
Preservation of Firearms Ownership warns people of any form of
gun control, including the Brady
Bill. He remembers such laws
suchas the one that Hitler passed
in 1938, known as the gun control
' statute that staled a license to
manufacture arms "must not be
issued if the applicant.. .is a Jew."
He observes, "I see creeping
fascism in America, just as in
Germany, a drip at a time; a law
here, a law there.. .soon you have
total enslavement."
Today the media has done a
good job of indoctrinating the
public with the message that there
is a need for gun control for
bringing down crime. Their liberal
agenda is obvious when we are
bombarded with headlines that tell
stories of how one person has
been shot and killed accidentally.
But little mention comes from the
media when people die from

accidental motor deaths (15.8 out
of 100,000), poisonings (4.9 out of
100,000), drownings (1.6 out of
100,000), fires and bums (1.6 out
of 100,000), or suffocation by
ingested objects (1.1 out of
100,000), each of which has a
much higher rate than accidents
caused by firearms (0.5 out of
100,000).
In his book Point Blank,
Criminologist Dr. Gary Kleck
does a comparative study of two
cities. In 1982, a handgun ban was
passed in the Chicago suburb of
Evanston. Dr. Kleck reports that
for "the three crime categories that
involve gun use with any frequency [murder and non-negligent
manslaughter, armed robbery, and
aggravated assault], the data
indicate that Evanston experienced
increases in all three categories
from 1982 to 1983," suggesting
"that even the toughest gun law on
the book failed to reduce violent
crime."
Conversely, the Atlanta suburb
of Kennesaw passed a city
ordinance in 1982 requiring
households to keep one firearm
(with exceptions). Kleck notes
that seven months after passage of
this ordinance, only five burglaries were reported to police,
compared to forty-five in the
previous year. Ten years later,
Kennesaw has remained virtually
crime free even though its
population has more than doubled.
Kleck also notes that in
countries such as Canada where
guns are less widely held, burglars
rob houses when residents are
home, whereas in the U.S.,
burglars usually frequent only
empty houses. In the case of rape,
victims who resisted with weap-

ons were less likely to be raped
than with any other means of
resistance. Kleck also points out
that in a period of one year,
defensive uses of handguns were
20 times that of lethal (crimes,
suicides, and accidents) uses.
Various factors contribute to
the increasing crime that gun
control laws are supposed to curb.
Recently I was looking at an
interesting cartoon, which
portrayed a reporter asking a
citizen " D o you think a waiting
period can help reduce hand gun
crime?" The citizen's reply is "10
to 20 years, no parole."
The problem with crime has
very little to do with guns or gun
control; much of it has to do with
criminals' spending hardly any
time in the prisons. Moreover, the
nation's violence and crime rate is
not even mainly related to guns at
all. According to the FBI, two
thirds of violent crime doesn't
involve firearms. Syndicated
columnist Charles Reese also
points out that "only a fraction of
a percentage of the existing
privately owned firearms arc ever
used to commit crime."
Moral decay for the last three
to four decades is also a contributing factor to crime. Charles
Colson writes, "Crime is a mirror
not just of a community's families, but also of its moral state. A
society cannot long survive if the
demands of human dignity arc not
written on our hearts."
Today's politicians are really
wasting their time pushing an
agenda of gun control to combat
crime. T o take care of crime,
don't make self-defense a crime,
but rather punish the criminal and
keep him behind bars.

WASHINGTON
The National Urban League, one of two leading Afncan-Amencan organizations in the United States called upon President Clinton
to sponsor a "Marshall Plan for America." The original Marshall plan
was set in place during the Truman administration to assist European
nations in their recovery from World War II. Pointing to data which
shows little improvement in income and poverty rates for American
blacks. League President John Jacob envisioned a plan that would
emphasize job creation.
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
One of the nation's most prestigious military colleges became coeducational this past Thursday after 151 years as an all male institution. Shannon Faulkner became the first female cadet to attend
classes at the Citadel after a federal court ruled that she should be
allowed to attend while her discrimination lawsuit is pending.
Faulkner lied on her application in the section devoted to gender and
was admitted on her credentials. The Citadel was the South's
counterpart to the North's West Point military academy and continues today as a military-prep institution.
WASHINGTON
After long refusing partisan requests for a special prosecutor's
inquiry into the Whitewater Development Co., a company in which
the Clintons held investments. President Clinton ordered Attorney
General Janet Reno to appoint an investigator last week. The ranking
Republican on the House Banking Committee, Jim Leach (Texas)
had pressed for the appointment of the prosecutor who will work
separately from the Justice Department. Ptesident Clinton appointed
a Republican, attorney Robert Fiske Jr., and Fiske accepted on
Thursday.
WASHINGTON
President Clinton nominated William Perry as Defense Secretary,
after two top choices rejected the job. Senate Armed Services
Chairman, Sam Nunn, elected to remain in the Senate. Also withdrawing his name from Clinton's "short-list" was Warren Rudman,
the former Republican Senator from New Hampshire. Both Nunn
and Rudman were considered for their long-time public standing and
general popularity, critical for surviving Washington's scrutiny of
the Defense nominee. Former Navy Admiral Bobby Inman withdrew his nomination only a week before his confirmation hearings
after concerns arose over issues of unpaid taxes for a domestic
worker. Current Secretary Les Aspin is scheduled to depart as soon
as a replacement can be appointed and confirmed.

Unofficial Student Congress Minutes

Janurary 20,1994
Submitted by Secretary Kristen Douglas
Announcements

Symposium provides global vision and local mission
by David Chamin
News Editor
Calling those in the audience to
both, 'Theorize on issues of gender,
equality, hunger, and poverty," and
then realize that "you can make a
difference," Professor Jane Dickie
opened Friday's symposium on
"Women and Development: Global
Reflection and Local Action."
The interdisciplinary conference
saw students gathered from various
departments including languages,
economics, women's studies, political science, and many others.
Following a brief introduction from
Professor Dickie, the symposium
opened with keynote addresses from
the four invited speakers.
Clair Robertson, who holds a joint
appointment in Women's Studies
and History at Ohio State University provided the audience with the
historical background of Women,
Development, and African issues.
Beginning with the Western efforts
of colonialization, Robertson traced
the mainstream thought trends in
the development movement. She
explained that developed nations in
the then-called First World emphasized large industrial programs and
ignored women in many development designs. When the Feminist
movement arrived on the world stage

during the 1970's women began to women as agents of change. The
demand involvement in their na- speakers provided the global o p tions' futures and in development look on issues of women and develplans. Unfortunately, low levels of opment which were further explored
education, poor relations between after the addresses.
developed and developing nations.
Selected students were invited to
and political c o n d i t i o n s o f t e n have lunch with the speakers proskewed the best of development pro- viding for discussion of issues raised
during the speakers'
grams. With these
presentations.
events in mind,
Later in the after" I didn't realize
Robertson then
noon
Robertson,
personalized her
that I was an
Sandberg, Boanes,
lecture with her
activist
until
and Williams gathexperiences on
ered in a panel to anAnne
the African conswer questions from
tinent.
[Dandavati]
the audience. The preRobertson's
called
me/'
senters explained "ac40 minute key—Yolanda Vega
tion s t r a t e g i e s f o r
note provided a
c h a n g e " which inp r e l u d e to the
cluded writing to both
other presenters
at the symposium. Eve Sandberg, an local and national governmental ofAssociate Professor of Government ficials in order to inform those offiat Oberlin College; Phyllis Boanes, cials of opinions on development,
an Assistant Professor of History as well as forming and joining orgaand Black Studies at Earlham; and nizations devoted to advancing deDessima Williams, who teaches at velopment issues.
Brandeis University explained asYet perhaps the most significant
pects of the international develop- message that one absorbs from the
ment quandry in the context of their symposium is thateach individual is
personal experiences.
a potential contributor to global soThe Keynotes'stated goals were lutions starling with local action,
to illustrate the impact of economic Yolanda Vega, Hope's Director for
andmilitaryforcesondevelopment, Multicultural Affairs expressed that,
the effect of national and interna- "I didn't realize that I was an activist
tional organizations on women, and until Anne [Dandavati] called me."
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• Collins reported that he was appointed to the Sexuality Task Force
for this semester.
• Lane announced that Women's Issues Organization will be meeting
on Thursday at 4:30pm.

Presidential Remarks
• Foster reported that he spoke with the Hope football team about
possibly helping start a night basketball program for community
youth.
• A "touch-4" information phone system may be installed as a service
to organizations, Foster remarked.
• Foster announced that Nick Vanderborgh and Julie Parker have
been added to Congress and'welcomed them.

Board. Committee and Organization Reports
• Pacheco announced that Administrative Affairs Board met and
discussed the Sexual Harassment Policy. An ad-hoc "Ideals of
Character Committee" was set up by President Jacobson to formulate a mission statement.
• Heaton announced that Critical Issues Committee will have their
first meeting Wednesday January 26 at 7:30am.
• Douglass announced that the Social Activities Committee has some
vacancies and that they will be taking applications soon.

Constituency Reports
• Pacheco announced that there is a list of students in Student
Development which arranges students by zip code. This is concerning students that are looking for rides home.

New Business
• Otto reported an update on the Sexual Harassment Policy. In order
to get it moving, a meeting was held during Christmas break where
it was decided that a significant part of the policy be left out. This was
done in order to get the policy passed quickly.
• The Campus Beautification proposal for cigarette butt receptacles
is in motion but on a trial basis. A receptacle will be placed between
Dykstra and Gilmore and at the west end of Kollen.
Annouficements
• Yantis reported that the Student Union Desk is staffed and is
operating.

A&E

Activity day scheduled
to break winter blahs
by Rob Abbotl
staff reporter

i

I

photo by Rich Blair

'WATCH IT GROW: Michael Bashaw builds one of his famously creative sound
'sculptures. Audience members report that the sounds of his unique, hand
^constructed instruments were Just as entertaining as watching them be built.
•

Sound sculptures impress audience
*by Sufjan Stevens
* staff reporter
» Dramatic spontaneity best describes Michael Bashaw's performance last weekend with his6-mem4
b e r J a z z b a n d k n o w n as " T h e
^Bridge." Both concerts consisted of
jazz, world beat, rock, improvisaf
lion, new age and African elements
4 performed on more traditional instruments while introducing several
' o n e - o f - a - k i n d sound sculptures:
f k a l i m b a s , gongs and chimes made
by Bashaw that are both aesthetic a l l y and musically compelling.
^ "I thought it was very energetic,"
^said Greta Dykstra ('96). "I was
impressed with the enthusiasm of
^each member." The concert itself
^was done rather loosely: songs were
introduced during the program and
Mhe outcome of each piece depended
# greatly on the inspiration of each
member. The players jumped and
"dodged around the stage during the
^entire performance, playing whichever instrument seemed appropria t e . But this method seemed amazi n g l y successful; even mistakes such
^ as droppi ng a dru m stic k or acc ide n tally bumping a gong seemed to fit

well.
Bashaw seemed to aim for this
fantastic .spontaneity, hoping to
make the audience more aware of
the movement of music and helping
them become musicians and artists
themselves. "We hope that this is a
once in a lifetime experience for
you," he said. "You have to really
let go!"
Highlights of the performance
included several dynamic pieces
that greatly employed the uniqueness of the sound sculptures. Perhaps the evening's greatest "toetapper" was The Bridge's rendition
of a 13th century jig that featured
Bashaw on the soprano flute playing in a jovial style with a taste of
Irish swing.
"The Last Rain Forest" was a
piece that used beads rattling through
a star-shaped structure, running
water, and kitchen pans to create the
natural rhythms and sounds of a rain
forest. The piece began in complete
silence and slowly swelled as other
members spontaneously added bird
whistles, rattling beads, or just loud,
guttural screeches.
Before his performance. Bashaw

offered a short message on the continual destruction of the world s
natural rain forests. "One single acre
of rain forest may have as many as
4 5 0 kinds of birds, 6 0 kinds of amphibians and 4 0 kinds of reptiles,"
he said. "One single tree may have
400 kinds of insects—some of which
have never been discovered. Over
1,000 acres of rain forest are destroyed every day." His brief, but
compelling message revealed the
group's deep concern for global issues in the world today.
The second half of the program
featured more jazz styles and improvisation: T h e odd sculptures
blended well with the genre, creating an exciting and less conventional sound. The music weaved
audio scapes around and within the
compositions; the dramatic thunderous rolls of sound and the exotic
timbres would often dilute the more
jazzy styles.
The entire program was a bit
lengthy (over three hours of constant banging!), but most of the audience agreed that the creativity and
dynamics of the performance filled
the time quite well.

Philadelphia takes on too many issues
^by Brian Calandra
movie reveiwer
Because of its subject matter,
^Philadelphia, directed by Jonathan
^Demme (Something Wild, Silence
of the Lambs) was arguably the most
anticipated film of 1993. It is the
^first "Hollywood" picture to deal
r with the subject of AIDS, or, more
specifically, the fear and prejudice
•^stirred up by the disease.
^
In case you have been living under a rock, Philadelphia
tells the
^story of a homosexual AIDS-inv
fecled lawyer, Andrew Beckett,Tom
^Hanks (Big, Bachelor Party), w h o
is suddenly fired f r o m his presti^gious law firm after a fiasco involvi n g a misplaced file.
Believing he was fired because
'of his physical affliction, rather than
*his incompetence, Beckett enlists
^.the services of a homophobic law' y e r , Joe Miller, Denzel Washington
"(Glory, Malcolm X) and sues the
t f i r m for damages.

In it's quest for entertainment,
Philadelphia tries to be too many
things at once: a story of personal
struggle and growth, a life-affirming epic, and a courtroom drama. It
fails on every count, dealing with so
many issues that it does not follow
through with any of them. Furthermore, even though it deals with
many issues, none of them
are particularly new. Any
TV drama watcher has
seen all this before. At
best it'sa fascinating subplot for an LA. Law episode.
Jonathan D e m m e ' s
films have always been
characterized by an intense kinetic
energy that propels the viewer
through intense action and leaves
one breathless. Here he breaks the
story up into short, isolated scenes
w h i c h are chopped up by infuriating
by-lines which read, "two weeks
later," "six weeks later," etc. While
in some cases such a technique can

provide momentum and build tension, here it makes the film sputter
along and the audience can never
get close to the characters.
More disturbing about Philadelphia is the overwhelming feeling of
aloofness that alienates the viewer
from everyone involved.
Even though the entire
cast gives utterly believable p e r f o r m a n c e s , you
never accept the idea
that these people actually feel the emotions
they are expressing.
Since you do not "trust"
the actors, all emotional
power is lost until the very
end where Demme shamelessly pulls
tear-jerking strings.
The last 20 minutes of the film,
however, are excellent, especially a
scene where the dying Hanks vividly talks a disinterested Washington through his favorite opera. It is

As the blanket of while snow that
covers the campus turns soggy and
the silver ice turns to slush, we are
reminded of the true meaning of the
winter blahs. Hope College ever on
top of things, is setting in motion an
annual event guaranteed to be a
bright spot in the midst of all the
midwinter gloom.
Poetry, art, and the earth's upper
atmosphere will be the featured topics during this year's Winter Happening, to be held this Saturday,
J a n u a r y 29. S p o n s o r e d by the
Alumni Association, the Happening will include four seminars, a
luncheon, and a m e n ' s basketball
game at the Civic Center. All events
are free with the exception of the
luncheon and the game.
The seminars begin at 9:30 a.m.
morning with " W h a t ' s This Thing
Called Poetry?" and "Expressions
of Women in India" to be presented
concurrently. At "What'sThisThing
Called Poetry?," Jackie Bartley and
Jack Ridl, Professors of English will
read some of their work and talk on
aspects of the craft and the myths
out of which their poems arose.
W o m e n ' s folk art in India is the
focus of "Expressions of Women in
India " Religion professor and Indian folk art collector Boyd Wilson
will show pieces from his collection
and talk on Indian traditions.
At I I a.m., "Art and Artists:

Collecting the Aesthetic Traditions
of Ethiopia" and " A I R S E D S : A
Proof-of-Concept Tether Mission
into the Earth's Upper Atmosphere"
will be presented. "Art and Artists"
will be led by Neal Sobania of the
History Department, who is also the
director of international education
at Hope. His presentation will feature video footage, slides and collected objects dealing with cultural
and artistic traditions in Ethiopia.
" A I R S E D S " — g o to the seminar to
find out what the acronym stands
for—will be a presentation by Andrew Santangelo of the Physics
Department and his engineering
physics students. With the help of
slides, video animation, and a fullsize model, the panel will talk on
their work in developing a probe for
NASA.
After the seminars, at 12:30p.m.,
there will be a luncheon in the Maas
Center Auditorium, featuring classical music from the Student String
Quartet. The price of the luncheon is
$7.50 per person. T o top the day o f f ,
the Hope Flying Dutchmen take on
Kalamazoo College's m e n ' s team
in an M I A A league b a s k e t b a l l
match-up at the Civic Center at 3
p.m.
The Winter Happening is open to
the public as well as Hope students.
Registration, seminar location information and a limited amount of
game tickets will be available from
9 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the lobby of the
DeWitt Center.

Poets address personal issues
by Amy Vivio
staff reporter
" W e are what we speak," Diane
Glancy told a packed house in the
Maas Center last night.
Glancy was one of the two poets
presenting their works in a reading
titled " A Land Between 2 Places,"
sponsored by OPUS. SheandYusef
Komunyakaa proceeded to weave
their words concerning a great many
subjects around their audience with
great skill.
Glancy, dressed all in black with
gray-streaked black hair and glasses,
read many pieces that dealt with her
Cherokee heritage. "I've never seen
my ancestors, but sometimes they
stop by," she said after reading a
poem about her grandmother in
which she said, "How do I tell her
that her Cherokee language did not
survive?"
Other poems presented vivid
images of her search for pieces of
the history of her people. One particularly animated poem spoke of
angels who were protecting her an-

o

cient car while she was traveling out
in the middle of nowhere after visiting a museum.
Her final poem was also a lighter
one. Glancy detailed in her powerful yet smooth and somewhat sweet
voice the story of a woman, Eelibuj,
and h e r c a t , R u f f y Velcro. "There is
power to overcome your urge,"
Eelibuj scolded her cat about the
"sofa clawed to the bones."
Komunyakaa then took the podium and swept the audience into
the worlds of a five-year-old listening to secrets under the porch, and
the people participating in a basketball game: " W e k n e w we were beautiful and dangerous."
He also detailed, in his wonderfully rhythmic, sonorous voice, the
similarities between Jesus and a
maggot: "You go to the root of all
things," he said in a poem entitled
"Ode to the Maggot."
In "My Father's Love Letters,"
he told of writing letters to his mother
for his father, who "could only sign

See POETRY page 8
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Letters to the editor

Alumnus criticizes abortion debate
Dear Editor,
Mr. Vallely's letter in The Anchor drew me as much for the
editor's curious title as for its content: "National correspondence condemns abortion." Perhaps the editors meant correspondent!
And
what makes him nationaH I give
up.
It would be easy for readers to
sneer at his use of the Immaculate
Conception to argue against abortion. It's a surprising approach, but
I fear it will not help non-Christians
and Protestants. However, while his
argument and his assertion that voters might be accomplices to abortion will outrage many of your readers, they may miss the first part of
his letter.
Your readers have heard, of
course, of a large aggressive group
variously called anti-abortion, prolife, or more subtly anti-abortion
rights. I am not concerned with their
character here, but only in one of
their arguments.
It seems to start with the object
of abortion, the somewhat inside a
mother (there is no word other than
unborn child that covers from conception to birth). Now, an abortion
destroys this somewhat by various
methods. But this somewhat is a
human being (Mr. Vallely might
say), and to destroy a human being
means to kill it. To willingly kill a
human being, even if necessary, is
not good: but to do so to one who
has done no wrong, seemingly, is
considered murder. Since the is a
human being and h e ' s done no
wrong, therefore it is murder to
abort it.
I'm sorry if this sounds elemen-

tary, but after teaching high school
students I've learned there is no
thought so simple that someone can' t
fail to follow.
There is an opposing group, favoring abortion with varying ardor.
They range from the rather milkand-water types who say that they
don't personally like abortion, but
won' t impose that dislike, to the more
full-bodied and honest proponent
who finds in abortion an acceptable,
if inefficient, means of birth-control.
Strangely, their argument isn't the
opposite of the one above. It comes
from a different source, and is based
upon privacy:
A woman carries this somewhat
about in her own body for nine
months. Now, she can do many things
with her own body. She can abstain
from tobacco or smoke her way to
emphysema; can drink moderately,
teetotal, or send her liver to Perdition; can body-pierce or not, workout or not, get an appendectomy or
not. Some of these things may be
good and some bad, but all can be
done with no interference from either the State or her neighbor. In the
affairs of her own body, only she has
the proper control of these, just as all
of us have this control for ourselves.
But, abortion does involve her own
body. Thus, only she has the proper
control of abortion.
Your readers will notice that this
argument ignores rather than opposes
the a n t i - a b o r t i o n i s t ' s a r g u m e n t
above; but then it's true the other
way round. How can they be brought
together and truly compared?
That will need another letter.
Sincerely,
Kirk Speaks ('86)

Congress asks for
van courtesy
Dear Editors,
It has been brouqht to my attention that there have been problems
of verbal harassment of the student
drivers and vomiting in college vans
after 11 p.m. on the weekends. Students who phone Public Safely late
at night to return home from offcampus parties are the main concern.
This form of student transportation was developed to serve you,
the students. Its purpose is to provide rides to and from campus
houses and buildings. In recent years
students have begun to maximize
the use of this privilege by using it
as a safe means to get to and from
o f f - c a m p u s parties. This wellknown fact has been overlooked,
thus, allowing students this opportunity.
Student Congress asks you to
rethink your actions on the weekends. These immature acts of harassment, drunkeness and consequential vomiting, will impact the
whole campus if it continues. Several student van drivers have quit as
a result of this treatment. This leaves
Public Safety and the Dean of Students in a tough situation when contemplating the necessity and worth
for this privilege. If this does continue, this service could very well
be terminated.
These vans are not a right, but a
privilege. Please take the time to
consider your actions and how they
affect the rest of your peers.
Christopher R. Heaton
Vice-President
Student Congress

Brawl eyewitness tells his first-hand account of incident
Dear Editor,
I am just writing to express my
concerns about the incident on thirteenth street last Saturday evening,
[ See front page story] I was on the
scene when the incident took place,
and was also a victim of the assault,
I was disappointed to learn the extent that the police report differed
from the events that actually took
place.

It was around 12:30a.m. on Sunday morning when the incident took
place. There were six people standing on the driveway wanning up

around a grill, and they were approached by three individuals. Even
though the Hope students did not
provoke them, one of them started to
instigate a fight. Within minutes, the
yard was full of 20-30 local youths
that were armed with bats, sticks,
and guns. Several of the victims had
guns cocked and pointed at their
heads while they were severely
beaten. When the police eventually
arrived about fifteen minutes after
the fight had started, it took another
ten minutes for them to pursue the
armed band of assailants and begin

searching their house. It did not surprise me that the police did not find
any guns nor make any arrests,
It is sad to think that Hope students cannot walk the streets only
blocks away from campus without
fearing for their lives. Even though
Holland claims that their is no gang
problem, the incidentthat took place
this weekend indicates otherwise. 1
ask for your support in trying to
eliminate this type of unnecessary
violence on our campus and city
streets.
Anonymous

Off-campus parties are the weekend entertainment of
choice for many a Hope College student, especially
during rush. Our front page story is an account of what
happened when one of these parties turned ugly when
supposed "gangs" interrupted the fun.
The police and Hope College administrators have
tried to downplay what happened that night. Their
description of the event makes it sound like a minor
skirmish between fraternity brothers and a few locals.
Eyewitnesses report that these locals were gun-carrying
gang members causing trouble, hardly a non-threatening
environment.
This editorial is not going to preach about the evils of
these "dangerous" off-campus parties. It's going to draw
attention to the fact that both the police and administrators
seem to be playing a public relations game with this
community.
Our reporter commented that she felt that individuals
at Holland P.D. didn't take her inquiries seriously and
were reluctant to get this news out. Do they feel that they
are somehow protecting us when they hide the fact that
there's a potential danger in the surrounding community?
Sheltering us from the "bad guys" is not a solution.
It took two different phone calls before an officer
admitted that the party crashers might be associated with
gangs. This after stating in an article published last
semester which claimed there were no gangs in Holland,
only "groups of youths." Hmmm. Groups of youths,
wearing matching gang-like colors, calling themselves
by gang-like names and acting in gang-like behavior, but
not necessarily gangs? It would seem that if they look like
gangs, sound like gangs and act like gangs, you might as
well call them gangs!
This community deserves to hear what is really going
on in the surrounding area without all the sugar coating
our local police department and administrators seem to be
feeding us to make it go down easier.
We're big kids, I think we can handle reality.

Corrections & Clarifications
January 19 issue
• It was mistakenly printed in the article on the Martin Luther
King, Jr. tribute that Rev. James Seawood referred to slaves being
"stolen from the sewers of Africa..." The quote should have read that
they were stolen from the shores of Africa. We apologize for the error
and hope that it didn't cause any inconveniences.
• In the editorial, it may have sounded like student members of the
Administrative Affairs Committee were not invited to the December
21 meeting. Members were in fact invited, but unable to attend.
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From the Cheap Seats
Steve Shilling
thapter 5 in the book of Joe
It is the only reason you work that hard all year."
-Joe Montana on the Super Bowl
I'm a dreamer.
I must admit it and get it all
out of the way right now. I'm a
dreamer when ii comes lo
certain things.
Like sports.
For instance, I always
dreamed that the Pittsburgh
Penguins would win one Stanley
Cup in my lifetime.
They've won two, so far.
And 1 always dreamed that 1
would be a Super Bowl winning
quarterback in the National
Football League.
That lime has passed.
So, it's Super Bowl week and
we're four days away from the
big game and you wanna know
what I'm dreaming?
I'm dreaming that Joe
Montana takes his Kansas City
Chiefs out on that Georgia
Dome playing surface in
Atlanta, and kicks the crap out
of his former employers, the San
Francisco 49ers.
That lime, has also passed.
That lime passed when
Buffalo Bills safety, Henry
Jones intercepted that deflected,
would be touchdown pass at the
end of the first half of last
Sunday's AFC Championship
Game. A touchdown that would
have made the score Buffalo 20,
Kansas City 13, at the half. A
touchdown that would have been
important in the second half
when Joe Montana, dazed from a
possible concussion,
quarlerbacking another great
comeback, comes back off the
bench and Ihe Chiefs win 27-20.
So I give you, the Chiefs and
the 49ers:
Sunday, January 30,1994,
the Super Bowl in Atlanta,
Georgia. This game has been
hyped up more this week than
the previous 27 combined. Joe
vs. the 49ers, Montana vs.
Young, 49ers fans vs. their love
of Joe. Forget anything you ever
remembered before about the
Super Bowl, this is Joe.
The Chiefs are in their home
red uniforms and the 49ers in
their road whites. The Georgia
Dome is packed and it is
rumored that scalpers were
getting up to $5,000 a piece for
tickets.
The first half is all San
Francisco. After scoring on the
opening drive of the game when
Ricky Walters swept around the
end from 30 yards out, Kansas
City's first drive was anything
but. After two quick Joe Montana incompletions, Joe spotted a
streaking Willie Davis near the
K.C. 40 yard line. However after
the completion, S.F. safely Tim
McDonald smacked the ball
loose and cornerback Eric Davis
scooped up the ball and ran it

back for a 46-yard touchdown
and a 14-0 San Francisco lead.
The teams traded possessions the
rest of the half, San Franciso
gelling a couple of Mike Cofer
field goals, while Kansas City's
lone first half score came on a
30-yard pass from Montana to
J.J. Birden. The score at the half:
S.F 20, K.C. 7.
Joe went lo work to start the
second half, engineering an 85yard drive that ended in Marcus
Allen sprinting inlo the end zone
from 11-yards out. San Francisco scored late in the third
quarter when Steve Young found
Jerry Rice all alone for a 56-yard
pass play. Joe stormed the
Chiefs right back, but when tight
end Keith Cash dropped what
would have been a 23-yard
touchdown pass on 4th and 9,
the Chiefs had to settle for a
Nick Lowery field goal, and the
score heading inlo the fourth
was: S.F. 27, K.C. 17.
The fourth quarter was all
Joe. With 11:23 seconds
remaining, Joe Montana worked
the Chiefs all the way down to
the 49ers' 12 yard line.Third
down, Joe was pressured out of
the pocket and rolled lo his right
and then when it looked like he
was about to run, he threw back
across the middle to find an
all— alone Willie Davis to make
the score 27-24, with 6:03
remaining.
Steve Young was all business
though, working the clock and
the field, he had the 49ers on the
Chiefs 15-yard line at the two
minute warning. Sensing he
needed a touchdown, 49ers
coach George Siefert elected to
call a pass on first down, a slant
to Jerry Rice. Young had Rice
open for a split second, but
Chiefs linebacker DerrickThomas jarred the ball loose,
and the ball bounced around and
under the belly of the Chiefs'
Neil Smith.
Only, 1:51 remained and the
Chiefs were 83-yards from the
endzone or overtime. Joe worked
out of a no-huddle offense and
took short chunks of yardage out
of the Niners, before hitting Tim
Barnett on a 33-yard play to the
Niners 20-yard line. Joe, with
:23 left on the clock and no
timeouts, knew a field goal
would force overtime, but he
didn't want that. Joe stood in the
pocket and fired a strike to J.J.
Birden on a slant pass with : 15
left in the game, and Joe
Montana won his fifth Super
Bowl as a quarterback in the
National Football League.
Farfetched? Maybe. It could
still happen. Maybe next year.
Maybe not.
At least I can dream.

mmmm

Records topple in Dutch win
by Mark Maxson
guest reporter
The Lady Dutch of Hope College used hot outside shooting
Wednesday, on their way to a recordsetting 87-49 rout of Olivet. Tami
Holleman ('95) hit six three-point
shots to set a new college record in
that department. As a team, Hope
made 15 three-pointers to tie a Division III record held by two other
teams.
Several runs were key in the 38point victory. With Hope leading
just 30-25 at the 3:54 mark of the
first half, Hope scored 12 of the
game's next 14 points to end the half
with a 42-27 advantage. Holleman
led the charge with eight of the 12
points including two triples.
Coming out of halftime, the
Dutch put the game away. Olivet
wasoutscored 17-2 early in the second half to fall behind by 30. With
the game well in hand, the Flying
Dutch continued to fire from downtown and hit with incredible accuracy. Holleman's sixth triple came
at the 3:28 mark of the second half
and that was also the three-pointer
that tied the national record.
On their way to tying the Division III mark, Hope shot 64 percent
(9 of 14) in the first half and a solid
40 percent (6 of 15) in the second
half. Holleman finished with a career high 24 points. Hope placed
two other players in double figures.
Also hitting from long range were
Shelly Kuyers ('96) with four three's
of her own on her way to 16 points.
Nicki Mannes ('95) had three three's
with a total of 13 points. Sara Stull
('96) had the other two three-pointers and added 9 points.
Hope improved its league record
to 2-2 and 8-7 overall. The women

SHE SHOOTS SHE SCORES #33 knocks down a
jumper en route to a decisive victory 87-49.
go on the road for the next three
games before returning Feb. 4 to
take on Calvin.

Jenny Lapka had 17 points for
Olivet.They remain winless in
league play.

Dutchmen fall after leading at half
by Mark Maxson
staff writer
The Alma Scots came to the Civic
Center on Saturday hoping to stay
close to the Hope College Flying
Dutchmen, maybe talk some trash,
and be physical. Then, perhaps Alma
could find a way to beat Hope. The
Scots did their part and when the
Dutch shooting went cold. Alma
pulled ahead and walked away with
a 99-87 decision.
With Hope leading 63-62 at the
14:18 mark of the second period, the
Dutchmen shooting became almost
frigid as Alma went on a 14-0 run to
go up 76-63. With Duane Bosma
('96) sitting the bench because of

foul trouble. Alma's defensive intensity and rebounding picked up
and forced the Dutch into some tough
shots. Colon Lewis and Reggie Reed
led Alma's rally with ten of their
team's 14 points.
Hope did manage lo cut into the
13 point Alma lead. With 3:27 left in
the contest, Hope trailed by just
seven with the score 88-81. Alma
then put the game away with a 6-0
run to go back to a 13 point lead.
The game, at limes, appeared lo
be Big Ten in nature. Talking was
constant throughout the game and
the pushing and shoving never
stopped. On several occasions, the
officials were forced lo step between
players.

For u p - t o - d a t e
Hope College Sports action

A

For the Dutchmen, Bosma had a
game-high 29 points despite foul
trouble in the second half. Matt
Brown ('97) had 18 points, 12 in the
first half. Dave Meulenberg ('97),
who is still battling illness, came off
the bench and also tallied 18.
Alma had a balanced scoring attack, placing five players in double
figures. Todd Blomquist led the
Scots with 27 points.
The loss drops Hope two games
back in the MIAA title race. The
Flying Dutch remain at home for
two more important matchups this
week. The action begins W e d .
against Adrian College. Saturday,
the Dutchmen will entertain second
place Kalamazoo College.
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Off-campus school's in for summer Shows to please any palate
study offers students the opportunity to see cultural differences and
cultural distinctions," Professor
MacDoniels said. "By looking at
Australia, we can see what we look
like as Americans."
MacDoniels and Nielsen are now
refining the financial package which
is now listed as $3500 plus tuition.
They plan on holding a meeting
with interested students within the
next week. If students are interested,
they may contact Professor Nielsen
or
Professor MacDoniels.
Students going to Japan will depart on May 12,1994 and travel for
five weeks, returning to the United
States on June 18,1994. Professor
Heisler and Professor Tanis will lead
a group of 15 Hope students along
with Aquinas students to study at
Meiji Gakuin University in Tokyo.
The trip will be "a mini liberal arts
course," according to Tanis, who
went on to explain that the students
will be exposed to religion, Japanese culture, theatre, politics and
education.
The classes will be reinforced
with field trips. 4'1 like to expose
them (students) toas much as I can,"
Tanis said. Field trips will include a
visit to the Fish Market and a sumo

by Rachel Karpanty
staff reporter
Students looking for a unique
off-campus summer opportunity are
in luck this summer. The Registrar's
office now has an off-campus program book for May, June, and Summer terms including both domestic
and foreign off-campus programs.
Many programs, like the Vienna
Summer School and Geology in the
West Indies, are offered every summer and are familiar to most students. This May Term, however,
there are a few new opportunities.
For instance, the Communications
Department is offering the opportunity to study in Australia. The Seminar on Contemporary Issues in Japan also promises to be a experience.
Professor Nielsen and Professor
MacDoniels are tentatively planning
to leave for Sydney, Australia on
May 9 , 1 9 9 4 and return on May 30.
The term will include academic visits lo local businesses, private media, educational institutions, social
service and governmental organizations, along with some sightseeing
in Sydney and Melbourne.
"I believe that cross-cultural

wrestling match. Students will also
have a home stay with a Japanese
family.
After the five week trip, students
have the option to continue on to
Hong Kong, China, and maybe even
Hawaii. The course fees include
$2700 for the program fee and three
semesters of tuition plus the airfare
of approximately $1300. The extra
days in Hong Kong are covered in
the original airfare.
Professor Tanis stressed that if
students are interested in the trip
that they should contact either him
or Professor Heisler as soon as possible. There are still available spots
but airplane arrangements need lo
be confirmed soon.
Marty Strom of the Financial
Aid office encourages students lo
slop by the office with questions or
concerns about loans for summer
classes. She explained that the
Stafford Loan is the only loan thai
can be used, and that only if the
student has not already depleted it
during the regular semesters. However, Strom stressed that each individual case is different and if a student is really interested, she might
be able lo help.

by Jim Riekse
staff reporter
Many people think of WTHS
as a purveyor of solely alternative
music. This couldn't be farther
from the truth. WTHS also offers
a variety of specialty shows which
offer an alternative to the alternative selections.
The specialty shows kick off
the week on a nostalgic note with
an ' 8 0 ' s show Mon. from 10 p.m.
to midnight. DJs Kurt Dershem
('94) and Eric Wolthuis ('94) return to the days when Duran Duran
ruled the air waves and not everyone hated Journey.
The 12 to 3 a.m. slot offers a
modem sound, as Rich Crumbie
('96) and Jason Grimm ('97) host
three hours of rap, ranging from
House of Pain to Ice Cube.
Tuesday night features Beyond
the Hymnalyiwm 10 p.m. to midnight. Russell Nelson ('96) plays
a variety of Christian alternative
music. The later slot, named The
Beacon, focuses more on punk
music and independent labels. The
show, hosted by Eric Almli ('96)
and Sarah Proslak ('96), is more
"underground" than any other feature on the station.
Eric Hultgren ('96) focuses on
the new music of the week during
his 10 lo 12 slot on Wed. night. It
includes a countdown of the Top
Ten best new songs of the week.
Joe Kolk ('96) closes the night
out with a flurry of techno music.
Thursday brings an international flavor to WTHS when Ian
McDowell ('96) hosts World Beat.
From 10 p.m. to midnight, one

Movie continued from page 3
in this scene, and only this scene,
where ihe film makers come anywhere near capturing ihe indescribable and all encompassing pain that
AIDS inflicted people must undergo
as they see the little things they love
most in life be removed one by one.
All of the actors are capable, but
ihey are ruined by the film's aforementioned detachmenl. Hanks is up

lo the task, but the script never really
lets him perform. So the best thing
about his performance is his lesion
make-up and disconcerting weight
loss. If Oscars were awarded according to the ability to drop pounds,
though, Richard S i m m o n s and
Oprah Winfrey would be perennial
nominees.
Philadelphia raises many perti-

nent questions, but answers none of
them. Surprisingly, it also docs nol
create a bad guy, as the script tries lo
make everyone, including Hanks,
have his/her positive attributes and
faults. Unfortunately aloofness, annoying style, ambiguity, and lack of
a solid conclusion make Philadelphia well-intentioned but ultimately
unsatisfying and unnecessary.

can be culturally enriched with
music from Jamaica, Ireland,
and Russia.
The Scooby and Shaggy Show
opens Fri. night. Although it's a
formatted show. Music Director
Eric Hultgren felt it deserved
mention. "It has a cheesy name
and serves as a teaser for the
metal show which follows it," he
said. The aforementioned metal
show is called Black Friday and
appeases those who yearn for
metal and industrial music, and
is hosted by Alan Dalman ('94).
Sunday brings about a mellow end to the week, starting at
10 p.m. with The Blues Train,
hosted by the "Hobo of Blues,"
Matt T h o m p s o n (*94).The
"Hobo" is followed by a jazz
show entitled Basic Tonality,
hosted by Teresa Friedrich ('96),
which ensures that Hope jazz fans
get their weekly fix of Louis
Armstrong and Miles Davis.
Despite its all-star lineup of
shows, WTHS has its share of
problems, such as the constant
plague of C D thefts. "The first
semester, we were losing 30discs
a week," complained Hultgren
"Currently its 5 or 6. The only
way we could solve this would
be to hire a 24 hour librarian,
something we just can't afford."
Recent improvements include
an upgrading of sound quality
due to new equipment purchased
with the help of Student Congress and microphones are now
equipped with wind screens,
which remove the tinny effect
from the DJs' voices, creating a
more professional sound.

Buy a Macintosh now and you can
organize your time, straighten out your
finances or go amplefely ballistic.

Macintosh LC520 5/80, internal
AppleCD" 300i CD-ROM Drive, Apple Keyboard U
and mouse.Only $1673.00. Or, about $26,001 a

Macintosh LC 475 4/80, Apple Color Plus U
Apple Keyboard 11 and mouse Only $1,280.00. Or, about
$20. OQf a month with the new Apple Computer Loan.

Apple PowerBook 14584/80.
Only $1.26100. Or. about
$20.00t a month with the new
Apple Computer Loan.

month with the new Apple Computer Loan

Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now, when you buy any give you the kinds of programs you need most. Programs to organize
select Macintosh" or PowerBook" computer, you'll also receive seven your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So, why buy
software programs. It's all included in one low price. And the software an Apple" computer? It does more. It costs less. It's that simple.
Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal
package alone has a combined SRP value of $596* It was designed to

For more information visit your Campus Computer Information Center.
To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products and financing,

CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40.
© IW. i M' (jim/niltr. Inc. .Ml rijfbts nvrnwl A/tpie. Ibc .yyVc SUmlosb ml HmrrHook m1 refiisfemt tnukiniirks of Apple Coinpnler. Inc. .ypliCD is a tnuhmrk oj Apple Cmpuier Inc.
'HiiMilnn tlx- combined Siii^t'slnl ReUtil I'rices (SRP) ofIbeprodncLc in //v Qnnpiif Sqfluiire Stifor Macintob (is qfOdolxr I. IWj.
mor^pcr™*um*Mb<mdonanAppUampumlomof$l,V0Sl!**lbci^lCWspm,$m50lori*Hacmrt
ampaUrptic*u^k)cbavwuboiMruM.Att%kmorv*uMj*irfl*<Mlotom^lomanounlThimkmirat4UvanabU,bm*<m**amm^pap*rr*pte5S5*
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Fantasia

CLASSIFIEDS

Continued from page 1
their reservation down lo the "banquet" status, one that Amway does
not give as much precedence to.
"Basically we are just not worth
as much money to the Amway as we
used to be " explained SAC publicity chair Kristen Douglass (*96).
Despite the change in locations
SAC is looking forward to the event.
This year's Winter Fantasia stage
will welcome back dynamic singer
Jane Powell, who performed on campus during last year's Spring R i n g .
It will also open it's door for the a
cappella group EarthTONES. Other

features of the event include a dessert bar complimented by gourmet
coffee buffet.
A n o t h e r thing that will help
people enjoy this year's Fantasia is
the reduced ticket cost. Because the
event no longer includes dinner, the
ticket prices have been reduced from
$40 a couple to only $20.
" W e are hoping thai since the
dance will be both cheaper and closer
lo campus, that more people will be
attending," said Anne Bakker-Gras,
Director of Student Activities. ' T h e
tickets have not been selling out for

the past couple of years and we are
hoping that by making some changes
in both the entertainment and the
accessibility of the event, that more
people will attend."
Tickets will be sold at the Student Union Desk Feb. 1 beginning
at 10a.m. for $20 per couple. Ticket
sales are limited to 300 couples and
when tickets are purchased that
couple is automatically registered
lo win the Winter Fantasia '94 package which includes: a limousine ride
to and from the dance and dinner for
iwo at Calypso's Restaurant.

• • • • S P R I N G BREAK

ship and f u n . Call today for more

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,

information or to request a free

Florida & Padre! 110% Lowest

brochure. I-8OO-FON- ELIC

Price Guarantee ! Organize 15
friends and your trip is FREE!
T A K E A BREAK S T U D E N T

C R U I S E SHIPS HIRING -Earn

T R A V E L (800) 328-7283.

up to $ 2 , 0 0 0 f / mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Summer & FuII-

wondering what to do this summer? We have three hoi options
for sharing your life and hope.
intense seven-week study in language and culture. Or go farther
among the Uygur Muslims of
N o r t h w e s t C h i n a . Or m a y b e
you'd rather travel among lo the

hondM

|—^

English tutor on the grasslands of
Mongolia!

Whichever

you

choose, you'll have one hoi and

thlnM

Poetry
Continued from page 3

ttiite a Utter to the
editor and avoid
seeing this every
zueef^
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Tan 3ody
184 South River

pm for further instructions. 1
promise it will be worthwhile. —
Love, Mario

Hey Cutip: Hope you had a good
lime. I guess I'll see you soon.—
— Me.

unforgettable summer of friend-

pvj

ORACLE

Buttercup: I would love lo lake
you to dinner, call me Wed. at 9

very ends of the earth to be an

"what y o u

J

exp necessary. For info, call 1206-634-0468 ext. C5624

Head to Northeasl China for an

west to learn a different language

0Hfus

Time employment available. No.

All students tan for
only $3 per visit!

his name." Much of the lime, the
poet seemed to hold the audience in
ihe palm of his hand.
Another
subject
of
Komunyakaa's poems was the Vietnam War. After the reading, he said
that it had taken him 14 years lo
write about his experiences during
the conflict.
"This reading reminded me of
how much I like p o e t r y , " Eric
Woltheuis('94) said afterwards.
The next O P U S reading will feature Patricia Hampl and Tom Andrew on March 3.

Peer
Continued from page 1
The session will give interested
students the chance to experiment
with the formal and lo decide
whether or nol they wish lo commit
themselves lo continuing in the
group next fall.
"Everyone should be interested
in this type of group, because the
issues w e ' r e focusing on affect everyone," Williams said. "The more
people P M E reaches out lo and affects, the more successful it will
be."

THE CUTTING EDGE
TANNING
Dr. Kerns- 2 6 B u l b / 2 F a c i a l
5 Visits- 2 3 . 0 0
10 Visits- 3 2 . 0 0
15 Visits- 4 6 . 0 0

•4
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> • % #

* *

Packages:
1 M o n t h s unlimited $ 5 2 . 0 0
Vv

2 M o n t h s unlimited $ 7 8 . 0 0

$ 3 00

* S l u d e n l s 1.00 o f f *

Studeni I.D
required

Ask about our monthly

packages!

Specializing In:
*Hairslyles

(conlcmporary/tradilional)

^Clipper Cuts
*Penns
• C o l o r i n g (foiling/highlighting)
•Detail Design
We take a p p o i n t m e n t s

Expires 2/28/94

and walkins. We're
o p e n 10 A M u n t i l 7 P M

3 7 5 C o l u m b i a Ave.
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( b e t w e e n 15th & 16tli S t r e e t )

ALENDAR OF EVENTS

Arts & Entertainment
SAC movie Fri.-Sun., Jan. 28-30, For Love Or Money, Fri. & Sal. 7 and
9:30 nightly. Sun. 6 p.m.. Winants Aud..
Knickerbocker Theatre Jan. 31-Feb. \, The Long Day Closes, 7 & 9:15 nightly.
Faculty Recital SeriesSun., Jan. 30, 4 p.m.. Wichers Aud.
Guitarist Thrs.. Jan. 27, Paul Vondiziano, 8 p.m., Wichers Ad.
Junior Vocal Recital Fri., Jan. 28, Jennifer Chilcoat & Laura Beth Bauman, 8 p.m.,
Wichers Aud.
Dance Fri., Jan. 28, Contemporart Motions Dance Company,
Knickerbocker Theatre

Campus Events
Student-led Prayer Meeting Wed., Jan. 26,7:30 a. m., Maas Conf.
Career Planning WorkshopsWed., Jan. 26, "There is Life After a Humanitis Major," Maas

Call The Anchor
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Conf.
Fellowship of Christian Students Retreat Fri.-Sun.
Biology Seminar Fri., Jan. 26, "Regulation of Gene Expression During Phage
Developmnet," 3 p.m., Peale B50.
Chemistry Seminar "Perspectives & News on our Exhange Programs for Faculty &
Students," 4 p.m., Peale B50

Student Organizations
Fellowship of Christian Students Mon., 9 p.m. Phelps.
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Mon., 7:30 p.m. Chapel 11
Environmental Issues Group Wed., 6 p.m. in Lubbers 107.
Amnesty International Thur., 8 p.m., Kletz.
Womens Issues Orginization Thurs., 4:30 p.m., in WI Center, Chapel Basement.
Enquiring Minds Discussion Group Fri., 4 p.m., Kletz

with additional times and dates of campus events
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